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ABSTRACT

W_ briefly summarize the results of a comprehensive study of W and Z production
in high energy ep collisions. The processes ep _ eI,V*-X, ep --, vW-X, ep ---, eZX
and ep --, vZX are investigated. The region of small momentum transfer in e|,V and

eZ production, with a fermion exchanged in the u-channel, is treated using the photon
structure function approach, and carefully matched to the deep inelastic region. Low
momentum photon exchange contributions to vW and eZ production, where the proton
either stays intact or is transformed into a nucleon resonance, are calculated using form

factors and structure functions fitted directly to experimental data.
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"I; The study of electroweak vector boson production will be an important subject at

present and future high energy ep colliders such as HERA or LEP/LHC. The production

O of W and Z bosons in electron proton collisions provides an interesting physics signalas well as an important background to a number of processes indicating the presence

of new physics. Four different reactions contribute to single W and Z production at ep

colliders, ep ---, eW+X, ep _ vVV'-X, ep ---, eZX, and ep ---, vZX.

The primary interest in production of weak bosons at HERA and LEP/LHC is the
,. 1,2)

measurement of the WWr and WWZ vertices, but they also provide a potentially

dangerous background to supersymmetry signals, 3) and to Higgs boson 4) and top

quark s) production at LEP/LHC. In ali these cases an accurate theoretical prediction

of the Standard Model (SM) W and Z boson pro:tuction cross section is essential.

Two factors complicate the calculation of the total cross sections for W and Z boson

production at ep colliders-

1) The processes ep --. eW'X and ep _ eZX are dominated by the Feynman graphs

where an almost real photon and a massless quark are exchanged in a u-channel

configuration. Close to the u-channel fermion exchange pole, QCD corrections

become large, and l'_, Z production can be thought of as qq --, H/, Z where one

of the quarks is regarded as a constituent of the photon 6).

O 2) The quark-parton model is no longer reliable in the region of small mome:atum
transfer between the incoming proton and the final state hadronic system, Iri =

IQ _'] _ 4 GEV". For ep --, vW-X and ep --* eZX a sizeable contribution to

the total cross section from the low Q2 region is to be expected due to t-channel

photon exchange between the electron and quark lines.

So far, most calculations of W and Z boson production at ep colliders have ignored

the contributions arising from the small u and/or the low Q2 region, and have relied on

additional approximations. In Ref. 7 we have presented a more complete treatment of

electroweak vector boson production in high energy ep collisions which properly takes

into account the contributions from the region close to the u-channel fermion exchange

pole, and the low Q2 region.

The dominant contribution to the ep --+ eWX cross section arises from a Feynman

graph which, close to the u-channel fermion exchange pole, can be viewed as an ahnost

onshell photon emitted by the electron, which splits into a massless quark-antiquark

pair. The antiquark then annihilates with a quark inside the proton to form a IV

boson. In other words, the h',dronic structure of the photon is tested in this region.

O In this picture, corrections induced by the radiation of collinear gluons and by g _ q_
splitting can be incorporated by solving the inhomogeneous Altarelli-Parisi equations
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(
"° which describe the evolution of the quark distributions in the photons )

To compute the cross section for ep --_ eWX we use the quark-parton model and

O split the phase spa.ce into two regions"

tr = o.(lul > ,_=,,t) + o.(lu I < ,_=,_) , (1)

= )"where u (pq - qw , and pq and qw are the four momenta of the incoming quark and

the final state I>V boson, respectively. For values of Jut above a certain value ueut we

calculate the cross section using helicity amplitudes for the complete process eq _ eWq w,

W --_ lp. For [u[ < uc,_ we determine the cross section using the photon structure

function approach, which requires the photon to be onshell. We therefore evaluate the

cross section for Iu[ < ucut in the W'eizs_.cker-Williams approximation. The two regions

of phase space have to be merged carefully, in order to avoid double counting. The total

cross section is independent of the value of ucut.

In order to evaluate the total uW- production cross section, we divide phase space

into three regions, which are defined by the momentunl transfer Q" to the hadronic

system and by the invariant mass W_ad of the produced hadronic state, and which we

treat independently' the deep inelastic region defined by [Q2[ > few GEV", the elastic

region defined by W_ad =mv where mp is the proton mass, and the quasielast.ic region

O which covers the rest. In the elastic region, the cross section can be computed using

the dipole fit to the electric and magnetic form factor of the proton. In the quasielastic

region, the quark parton model is not reliable, and for calculating the cross section we

use a direct fit of the measured electromagnetic proton structure functions W1 and W_

at low Q2, which includes the full resonance structure. 9) In the deep inelastic region,

finally, where the momentum transfer between the incoming proton and the final state

hadronic system is large, [Q21 > few GeV 2, we calculate the ep --* vW-X cross section

in the quark parton model, using the full set of Feynman diagrams.

The process ep _ eZX essentially combines the features encountered in eW and

vW production, whereas ep _ vZX is straightforward to calculate.

Our results are summarized in Table 1. The first two rows give the cross section for

elastic W and Z production. The next five rows list the total cross sections for inclusive

final hadronic states X. The ranges given for ep _ eW4"X and ep _ eZX represent

the variation of the cross section with the parametrization of the quark densities in the

q ./loophoton_ ) and the choice of scale Q_ in these distribution functions in the range <

Q_ < q_z, V = IV, Z. The uncertainties in the production rates are particularly large for

O ep _ eW+X at HERA. For ep _ uW-X and ep _ eZX the elastic cross section (X =

p) i¢ included in the inclusive rate. This elastic cross section constitutes a significant
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.."; TABLE 1
. .

Total cross sections for the various W and Z production channels in ep collisions at
HERA and LEP/LHC. The HMRSB set of quark distributions in the proton has been

O used throughout.

process HERA ¢r (pb) LEP/LHC ¢r (pb)

ep _ vW-p 0.026 0.67

ep _ eZp 0.117 0.88

ep _ eW+X 0.50 - 0.72 13.2 - 14.8

• ep ---,.eI V-X 0.47 - 0.62 12.0 - 13.1

ep _ vW-X 0.064 2.68

ep _ eZX 0.34 - 0.43 4.45 -- 5.21

ep -- v ZX 0.0044 0.61

fraction of the total vI'VX and eZX cross section. The u-channel fernfion exchange

graph, which doxrdnates for eW "L=production, does not contribute to ep --, vtV-X. As

a result, the rate for vI,VX production is significantly smaller than that for elV-X.

Since ep _ vZX proceeds exclusively via charged current exchange, the vZX cross

O section is completely negligible at HERA, and strongly suppressed at LEP/LHC.
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